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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The paper is organized in twelve substantive sections that review the legal structure of copyright in music and financial remedies for infringement.

1. Music copyright involves separate rights in records (sound recordings) and underlying musical compositions upon which the record is based. (Section 2)

2. The sound recording right is owned by the record label, and the composition right is owned by the music publisher to whom the songwriter transferred copyright. (Section 2).

2. Copyright for compositions includes three mechanical rights (reproduction, derivation, and distribution), and a right for public display of sheet music. (Section 3)

4. A fifth right for a composition is the public performance right. (Section 4)

5. Copyright for sound recordings include reproduction, derivation, distribution and (for digital audio transmissions) public performance. (Section 5)

6. Revenues resulting from the sale and licensing of sound recordings are transacted largely through three accounting chains involving: a.) physical records and permanent digital downloads, b.) interactive streaming and limited downloads, and c.) subscription transmission and non-interactive streaming. (Section 6)

7. An infringed plaintiff may recover actual damages and additional profits earned by each infringing party. Defendants are jointly liable for actual damages. (Section 7)

8. Actual damages can be valued through benchmark licenses that correspond to hypothetical market-based transactions. Benchmark licenses can be established through plaintiff testimony, public information, and industry expertise. (Section 8)

9. A plaintiff set to disgorge additional severable profits must prove gross revenues that a defendant earned from the sale or licensing of the infringing work. Revenues may include domestic sales and licenses, as well as foreign transactions that involve a precedent act of infringement in the U.S. (Section 9)

10. A defendant bears the burden to prove offsetting costs, which must relate to the production, distribution, and marketing of the infringing product. Overhead costs are not deducted under willful infringement. Transactions for intra-organization transfers involving distribution and manufacturing must be based on actual costs. (Section 10)

11. A defendant bears the burden to prove apportionment of profits related to contributions from infringing and non-infringing elements commingled on the same composition or recording. Valuation can be
determined through measures of play, audience, or dollars spent on promotional media – e.g., radio, video, downloads, and streaming, inter alia. (Section 11)

12. Plaintiffs may recover infringer profits earned at live concerts where an infringing work was performed. (Section 12)

13. Remittitur is a means for defendant to challenge a jury outcome. Different circuits have different standards under which remittitur must be granted. (Section 13)

1. INTRODUCTION

The distinguished copyright lawyer Arthur Latman once quipped, “Copyright law, not horse racing, is the sport of kings”. In the course of my experience as a damages expert, I can share some reflections about the structure and economics of the former sport of kings as it relates to infringement of musical compositions and sound recordings.

The paper modifies an earlier article that I first published in 2004.¹ Since that writing, copyright litigation has come to involve some of the most famous acts in the music business -- Dr. Dre, U2, Kanye West, Rascal Flatts, Justin Moore, Led Zeppelin, Jay Z, Bruno Mars, Lady Gaga, P. Diddy, Usher Raymond, Brad Paisley, Carrie Underwood, Ed Sheeran, and Led Zeppelin. In the last month (July, 2019), a jury assessed Capitol Records, Katy Perry, Dr. Luke, Max Martin, and three additional co-writers a judgment of $2.8 million for the release of the track Dark Horse, which was based on an earlier gospel rap composition Joyful Noise.

Written from the perspective of a testifying economist, this paper reviews current market issues and legal procedures. The paper is organized in sections that may be read sequentially or independently. An executive read might begin with Section 6, which establishes the accounting chains for money earned in three areas of music product: sales and download, interactive streaming, and non-interactive services.

2. COPYRIGHT IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY

Per the Copyright Act of 1976, there are two strata of music copyright -- the sound recording and the underlying musical composition. The term sound recording implicates the studio or live sounds imprinted on a produced album or track, while musical composition implicates underlying lyrics and melodies of the actual song. The relevant copyrights implicate different rights owners -- the record label (sound recording) and the music publisher (musical composition) -- who collect royalties for any use of their particular work.

---

2As enabling statutes, the Copyright Acts of 1909 and 1976 established rules in common law that handle complexity and channel system feedback. The Act then establishes a process in common law that attempts to guide litigants to a resolution that is more “satisficing” than it is demonstrably optimal, efficient, market-based, or even “fair”. This notion of common law reached the economics profession through the works of Nobel-laureate economist Friedrich von Hayek (The Constitution of Liberty) and legal scholar Bruno Leoni (Freedom and the Law).


4A sound recording is a work that results “from the fixation of a series of musical, spoken, or other sounds...regardless of the nature of the material subjects, such as disks, tapes, or other phono records, in which they are embodied.” 17 U.S.C. § 101 (2000).

5A musical composition can refer to an original piece or work of music, either vocal or instrumental, the structure of a musical piece, or to the process of creating or writing a new piece of music.

6For example, when singer Gladys Knight recorded “Midnight Train to Georgia”, her record label (Buddah Records) owned rights in the sound recording, and so received sales dollars and paid royalties to the artist. Publisher Larry Gordon actually retained copyright in the lyrics and melody of the underlying composition, which was written by country writer Jim Weatherly. Gordon and Weatherly received royalties every time the actual song was recorded or performed by any artist.
With regard to sound recordings, record labels are engaged in the production and distribution of tracks and albums that feature the efforts of recording artists. The larger U.S. labels are owned by or affiliated with one of three integrated music companies – Universal Music Group, Sony Music Group, and Warner Music Group – that account for 65 to 70 percent of global sales of records and videos. The integrated companies also own manufacturing and distribution divisions that handle necessary operations for their labels and affiliates.

Major labels may pay artists royalties of 10 to 25 percent of qualifying revenues, depending on the professional stature of the artist, the number of album releases under contract, and the ability to hit sales targets. From due royalties, artists must pay studio producers. and recoup label advances and expenses. Labels also pay composition owners for reproduction and distribution of the song infringed in each track. Outside of major companies, independent labels and artists now may use alternative platforms for production and distribution of their tracks. Independent record labels without major distribution deals can now place record product on major streaming and download sites and record stores through distributors that administer actual delivery (e.g., The Orchard), or digital rights aggregators that negotiate collective licenses without providing actual delivery. (e.g., the Merlin Network). Independent artists can also place self-recorded tracks on online platforms and stores using distribution services like CDBaby and Tunecore.

Musical Compositions

Recorded music involves a second right for underlying songs imprinted on sound recordings. Rights for compositions first put in tangible form are held initially by the original songwriter(s). A songwriter will usually transfer copyright to a music publisher, who can promote commercial uses, collect royalties, and offer advances

---


9 Without any label contract, independent artists also can now use digital interfaces to post tracks for listening and sharing (e.g., Soundcloud), post new beats (e.g., Airbit, Beatstars), offer musical works for synchronization on film and other video (e.g., AudioSocket), seek equity funding from pooled private investors (e.g., Royalty Exchange), reach fans about upcoming local concerts (e.g., Bandsintown), podcast (Buzzsprout), and clear record samples from major rights owners (The Music Bridge), other independent artists, (Traccks), or sample libraries (TrackLib).
that stabilize payments to the writer. Small publishers often appoint larger publishers as administrators to handle actual royalty collections.

Musical compositions often have more than one writer, who signs to the co-publisher his/her respective share of copyright in the original song. As a co-owner of the composition, each co-publisher may exploit or license use of the entire work, provided a suitable accounting is made to other rights owners. The accounting provision is not in the statute but is an equitable consideration related to unjust enrichment and co-ownership.10

Each of the above major companies has a publishing division to license and administer rights in songs written by recording artists currently signed to (or aiming to be signed to) a label contract (e.g., Sony/ATV Music Publishing/Alan Jackson, Universal Music Publishing Group/Bruce Springsteen, and Warner Chappell Music/George Michael). A record label may also license songs owned by independent publishers that control copyrights for many non-recording (pure) writers (e.g., Kobalt Music Publishing, BMG Rights Management, and Songs Music Publishing)

A more established writer may also operate his/her own publishing entity and thus continue to control all copyright in the composition. The writer will designate a larger publisher to act as administrator to collect due royalties.11 In a related co-publishing deal, a songwriter may assign a partial share of the copyright to a publisher and in exchange for publishing services and a share of publisher income.

Industry Growth

The global record industry reversed years of decline and saw positive growth in the recent period 2017-2018; the U.S. industry earned total revenues of $9.8 billion retail (up 11.3% from 2017), and $6.6 billion wholesale (up

---

10Oddo v. Ries, 743 F.2d 630, 633 (9th Cir. 1984).

11For example, songwriters Max Martin and Lukasz Gottwald (p/k/a Dr. Luke) maintain publisher rights through their own entity Kasz Money Publishing; major publisher Kobalt Songs acts as administrator for Kasz.
Buyers for recorded music included store customers and digital services for interactive streaming/limited downloads, non-interactive subscription and webcast, and permanent download. Interactive streaming led the industry advance in 2018, as download and CD sales actually declined.

Interactive streaming services have overcome permanent downloads to dominate market growth, now accounting for over fifty percent of retail revenues. Major providers include Spotify, Apple Music, Amazon, and Napster, inter alia. Interactive streaming revenues are now based largely on subscriptions ($5.4 billion, up 32%), but ad-supported service is still popular with new streaming listeners. ($760 million, up 15%). Interactive video streaming is made available through uploads on YouTube and Vevo, which are entirely ad-supported.

Streaming growth may continue with the continuing emergence of voice-activated assistance, digitally curated recommendations, integrated playlists, podcasts, and assisted artist-fan interaction, as well advanced at Spotify – a pureplay service provider. Digital music services offered by integrated tech companies will continue to combine music services with ecosystems that offer retail goods (Amazon), bundled software (Apple Music), and web-related functionalities (Google Music). Nonetheless, songwriters fear that streaming technologies allow listeners to unbundle single tracks from full albums, and thus reduce mechanical royalties generally due writers.

Non-interactive service (subscription, satellite radio, and webcast) now accounts for $1.2 billion (up 32%) of revenues in the U.S. market. Key service providers include Music Choice (residential cable and satellite), SiriusXM (satellite radio), and Pandora (webcast). Subscription services monetize service exclusively with subscription fees. Webcasters may offer different tiers with subscription and advertising-based services.

Once the market leader in the digital space, permanent download revenues in 2018 fell to $1.0 billion (down from $1.4 b), while physical sales fell to $1.2 billion (from $1.5 b). Having introduced commercial download service with iTunes, Apple Music maintains listening services for customers who have already bought

---


2 Interactivity depends on whether the immediate track choice is selected by the listener or site programmer.
downloads, but is moving out of new sales. Napster and Amazon now continue to sell unit downloads to a diminishing base of users.

3. REPRODUCTION RIGHTS OF MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS

The structure of copyright law for music is here presented in the order in which creator rights were established – musical composition and sound recordings. Composition is the senior right because it was protected first for concerts, vaudeville, and other live musical performances before the invention of the first recording technology (i.e., the piano roll).

The owner(s) of musical compositions were granted exclusive rights in the Copyright Act of 1909 and so reestablished in the Copyright Act of 1976. Codified at 17 U.S.C. 106, four major rights protect musical compositions:

a. The right to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or phonorecords;\textsuperscript{14}

b. The right to prepare derivative work. i.e., a compositional form in which a basic work may be recast, translated, transformed, or otherwise adapted;

c. The right to distribute copies or phonorecords of the work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending; and

d. The right to perform the copyrighted work publicly.

A fifth right first established in 1909 relates to visual display of sheet music; I shall not discuss further.

Owner rights regarding reproduction, derivation, and distribution of musical compositions used on phonorecords are termed mechanical rights.\textsuperscript{15} Mechanical rights may also implicate synchronizations of musical compositions that are imprinted on video soundtracks (e.g., films, television programs, online videos, video

\textsuperscript{14}17 U.S.C. §101 (2000). Phonorecords are “material objects in which sounds...are fixed by any method now known or later developed, and from which the sounds can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device. The term 'phonorecords' includes the material object in which the sounds are first fixed.”

\textsuperscript{15}As applied to copyright in musical compositions, the term mechanical right is historically derived from the time when phonorecords (Id.) were “mechanically” reproduced on records and tapes, and not electronically reproduced on digital channels.
games). Mechanical and synchronization uses of composition may also implicate a sound recording of the work (infra Section 5).

The mechanical right for reproductions of compositions used on phonorecords is exclusively controlled by the rights owner for the first record imprint of the work. Once the first phonorecord is publicly distributed, other artists may legally record (or “cover”) any unmodified version of the same composition; secondary reproductions are eligible for compulsory licenses per 17 U.S.C. 115. Without statutory limit, original owners of musical compositions continue to retain exclusive control over derivative works and video synchronizations.

Rates in Section 115 are under the authority of the Copyright Royalty Board (CRB), which enforces ratemaking standards set forth in 17 U.S.C. 801 (b). There are three types of reproductions: Subpart A: physical form, permanent download, and purchased telephone ringtone; Subpart B: interactive streaming and limited downloads; and Subpart C: limited offerings, mixed bundles, music bundles, paid locker services, and purchased content locker services.

Subject to the next five-year review in 2021, the statutory mechanical royalty fee for physical and permanent download sales in Section A is fixed at the larger of 9.1 cents per song or 1.75 cents per minute. The license rate for a ringtone is 24 cents per download.

---

16 The Copyright Royalty Board (CRB) is an administrative body composed of three retired federal judges. The CRB became active in 2005 following the passage of the Copyright Royalty and Distribution Reform Act of 2004.

17 Limited downloads are copies that reside on a user’s listening device until the service subscription ends.


19 37 CFR 255.3(i)-(m); see Adjustment or Determination of Compulsory License Rates for Making and Distributing Phonorecords, Docket Number 2006-3 CRB DPRA, https://www.crb.gov/rate/ (retrieved September 13, 2019).

20 74 CFR at 4515.
Record labels pay mechanical royalties earned from record sales directly to the publisher (through its collecting mechanical rights organization (MRO) – e.g., Harry Fox Agency\textsuperscript{21} or American Mechanical Rights Agency (AMRA) which splits collected royalties with writers per private contract.

Payment terms for Subparts B and C had been structured in a complex settlement agreement enacted after a ratemaking in 2008; simplified regulations were established in 2018.\textsuperscript{22} With some accounting simplification, each service provider accounts to an “all-in” royalty pool for due mechanical royalties under Section 115. Accounted payments for each provider service are based on a percentage share of revenue or content cost, credited for performance royalties paid for compositions (infra Section 4), and made subject to a payment floor based on number of subscribers. Once accounted, payment responsibility for the pooled amount is apportioned to individual service providers, per the proportion of streams.

The institutional structure for mechanical rights will change following the passage in 2018 of the Orrin G. Hatch-Robert Goodlatte Music Modernization Act.\textsuperscript{23} Per Title I, digital music providers in 2021 will be able to obtain (blanket) licenses for integrated mechanical rights in downloads and interactive streaming now covered under separate subparts in Section 115. Administrative efforts for collected royalties will be handled by a newly

\textsuperscript{21}The Harry Fox Agency was established in 1927 by NMPA as a licensing and collection agency for mechanical and synchronization rights in musical compositions. Harry Fox currently has over 48,000 collecting publisher affiliates.

\textsuperscript{22}Determination of Rates and Terms for Making and Distributing Phonorecords (Phonorecords III); Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022), at https://www.crb.gov/rate/ (retrieved on September 11, 2019)

\textsuperscript{23}H.R. 1551, Pub.L. 115–264, at https://www.copyright.gov/music-modernization/
appointed Mechanical Licensing Cooperative (MLC), which will aggregate and maintain contact information, process mechanical payments, and pay publishers. The digital service providers will be collectively represented in ratemaking by a newly appointed Digital Licensing Coordinator.

4. PERFORMANCE RIGHTS OF MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS

The fourth listed right in 17 U.S.C. 106 protects public performances of musical compositions. The U.S. established performance rights for live venues (e.g., music halls) before music was first recorded.

Performance rights for musical compositions can be termed grand or small. **Grand performance rights** involve live dramatic productions -- staged musicals, operas, or full concert versions thereof -- that continue to be licensed directly and exclusively from the publisher. **Small performance rights** implicate songs performed at non-dramatic events (concerts, bars, caterers, sports events, *inter alia*) or on transmitted venues (broadcast radio, television, cable, streaming, subscription service, *inter alia*).

Small performance rights commonly are licensed and administered in the U.S. through the efforts of three major performance rights organizations (PROs), with which songwriters and composers may list created works. The major PROs include American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP; e.g., Madonna), Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI; e.g., Dolly Parton), and SESAC (e.g., Bob Dylan). The PROs uniformly offer *blanket licenses* that cover the use of all works registered in their respective catalogs for a specified period of time. Each PRO then negotiates, collects and distributes royalties, with split payment (50/50) for songwriter and publisher. Rates at ASCAP and BMI are generally negotiated consensually, but can be

---

24 Under 17 U.S.C. §101, to "perform" a musical composition (outside of audiovisual applications) is to "recite, render, play, dance, or act it, either directly or by means of any device or process."

25 The acronym SESAC is no longer meaningful.

26 Broadcasters and cable channels may also obtain *program licenses* for particular time-segments in the day.

27 The PRO split is 50/50. Subject to private contract, publishers and writers often split the publisher share evenly. The writer then winds up with 75 percent of performance royalties. Performance royalties are generally not used to recoup publisher advances.
brought to arbitration to Rate Courts established by Justice Department Consent Decrees in the Southern District of New York. Per the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, the PROs also may collect royalties for jukebox (17 U.S.C. 116), public broadcasting (17 U.S.C. 118), and distant retransmission of cable signal (17 U.S.C. 119); the Copyright Royalty Board establishes royalty rates.

There are apparent asymmetries in the domain of performance rights. First, movie theaters do not need performance licenses to cover music synchronized in movie soundtracks performed in the theater. By contrast, television channels, cable networks, and video streaming must cover movies and video, as well as other music performances on all broadcast and wired transmissions. Second, performance rights are not operative for transmissions of permanent downloads, but are operative for streaming and subscription service involving the same tracks.

5. COPYRIGHT FOR SOUND RECORDINGS

Separate copyright protection for sound recordings emerged in state law after new recording technologies (piano rolls) made possible the capture, fixation, and playback of musical sounds taken from music performances. Through the Copyright Act of 1976, Congress first granted federal protection for reproduction, derivation, and distribution of sound recordings. Record labels presumably benefitted from free radio promotion and needed no additional royalty to protect performances.

When new digital technologies came to enable more exact copying and transmission of original sound recordings, Congress enacted in 1995 the Digital Performance Rights in Sound Recordings Act (DPRSRA).

---


DPRSRA amended 17 U.S.C. 106 to include for recording owners a limited performance right for sound recordings performed (17 U.S.C. 114) on a digital audio transmission that include wired or over-the-air transmissions that use digital technology.\(^{31}\) In 1998, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA)\(^ {32}\) further amended 17 U.S.C. 114 (Section 114) to set in place an institutional structure to facilitate licensing of the newly established performance right.

Section 114(d) of the DMCA recognized three categories of services with respect to the newly established performance royalty

1. *Digital transmissions of over-the-air broadcasts* (i.e., rebroadcasts of radio and television stations) remained exempt from paying performance royalties for sound recordings.\(^ {33}\) However, a specially programmed online broadcast venue performed by a commercial radio station must pay performance royalties to the record label (e.g., iHeart Radio owned by radio chain iHeart Media).

2. *Non-interactive services* – With some additional eligibility requirements related to complementarity of performances, music subscription (e.g., cable-based Music Choice, satellite radio SiriusXM) and webcast services (e.g., subscription and non-subscription offered by Pandora) perform tracks now covered by a statutory license\(^ {34}\) from the Copyright Royalty Board. License categories include pre-existing subscription (established before July, 1998, which marks the enactment of the DMCA),\(^ {35}\) new subscription (established after July, 1998),\(^ {36}\) and non-

---


\(^{36}\) Determination of Royalty Rates and Terms for New Subscription Services for Digital Performance in Sound Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings (New Subscription III); Docket Number 14-CRB-0002-NSR (2016-2020), at https://www.crb.gov/rate/ (retrieved on September 11, 2019);
interactive webcasting.\textsuperscript{37} Per Sections 114(f), performance royalties for eligible transmissions now may be collected and distributed through the collective \textit{SoundExchange}, which divides collected dollars evenly between label and artists. Five percent of performance royalties collected under Section 114 are credited to payments for ephemeral reproductions of sound recordings used in transmissions, as established under Section 112(e).\textsuperscript{38} Some business subscription services (e.g., Cloud Cover Music) are exempt from the performance royalty for use of digital audio transmissions, and thus pay only the ephemeral royalty for the audio transmission.\textsuperscript{39}

3. Remaining \textit{digital audio transmissions} (i.e., permanent download, interactive streaming) must obtain performance rights for uses of sound recordings that are ineligible for Section 114 license.\textsuperscript{40} For major labels, these licenses are established by direct deal between service provider and label. Smaller labels will rely upon collective rights deals established by Merlin.

6. ACCOUNTING FOR THE MONEY CHAIN:
Based on Sections 3-5, the money chains for sale and licensing of musical products through labels, publishers, artists, writers, MROs (mechanical rights organizations), and PROs (performing rights organizations) as follows.

\textsuperscript{37}Determination of Royalty Rates and Terms for Ephemeral Recording and Digital Performance of Sound Recordings (Web IV), at https://www.crb.gov/rate/ (retrieved on September 11, 2019).

\textsuperscript{38}37 CFR 380.10(d).


\textsuperscript{40}17 U.S.C. 114(b)-(d)(3) (2000).
1. **Physical Units and Permanent Downloads**
   
a. Record deals are negotiated privately or through label rights aggregators.

b. Store or music service pays label for sound recording transactions.

c. Label pays artist royalty to artist.

d. Label pays mechanical royalty to publisher through MRO.

e. Publisher pays songwriter per private contract.

*Example:* Apple iTunes was a pure download service in 2011. Per a private deal with the record labels, Apple paid a negotiated 70 percent (circa) of collected revenues for sound recording rights. Per rates established in Section 115, Subpart A, the collecting label paid the publisher at the larger of 9.1 cents per song, or 1.75 cents per minute. Publisher collections were paid through MRO.

2. **Interactive Streaming**
   
a. Record deals are negotiated privately or through label rights aggregators.

b. Music service licenses rights for sound recordings from label.

c. Label pays artist royalty to artist.

d. Music service pays mechanical royalty to publisher(s) through MRO.

e. Publisher pays songwriter per contract.

f. Music service pays performance royalty through PRO.

g. PRO splits royalty between publisher and writer.

*Example:* Spotify is an interactive streaming service with subscription and ad-supported tiers. Spotify in 2018 paid to the record labels a negotiated 59 percent (circa) of revenues for sound recording rights. Pursuant to rates established under Section 115, Parts B and C (Phonorecords III), Spotify paid to publishers and writers a combined 13 percent (circa) to cover “all-in” mechanical and performance rights in compositions.

---


3. **Non-interactive Service**

a. Royalty rates for performances of sound recordings are established by the Copyright Royalty Board.

b. Eligible service providers may include cable subscription, satellite radio, subscription webcast, and non-subscription webcast.

c. Music service pays performance royalty for sound recordings through SoundExchange.

d. SoundExchange splits royalty between label and artist.

e. Music service pays mechanical royalty to publisher through MRO.

f. Music service pays performance royalty through PRO.

g. PRO splits royalty between publisher and writer

*Example:* Pandora is a non-interactive commercial webcaster that offers subscription and non-subscription service. Pandora’s services are now eligible for Section 114 licenses for performance rights in sound recordings. Adjusted for inflation, Section 114 rates for webcasters are now $0.0018 per non-subscription performance and $0.0023 for subscription performance *(Web IV).* Pandora pays performance royalties for musical compositions through PRO.

Music Choice (a residential subscription service) and SiriusXM (a mobile satellite radio service) operate under the same payment structure under Section 114. Music Choice and SiriusXM now pay respective amounts of 8.5% and 10.5% *(SDARS III)* of gross revenues in sound recording royalties.

7. **INFRINGEMENT IN DERIVATIVE WORKS**

Music infringement often arises from the unauthorized taking of an original work in order to make a derivative work that involves some adaptation or taking from a copyrighted compositional form *(17 U.S.C. 106)*; plaintiffs must prove both the defendant’s initial access to the copyrighted work and substantial similarity of the purported infringement. *Arnstein v. Porter, 154 F.2d 464 (2d Cir, 1946).*

---

and beats that are parts of a protected composition, and possibly the selection and arrangement of song elements that may be individually unprotected.

Once composed, the infringing derivative may wind up in unauthorized reproductions, performances, or video synchronizations. The derivative use sometimes may also involve the unauthorized taking of the sound recording in which the composition appeared.\textsuperscript{44}

Depending on the demonstration of liability, judges or juries may determine that implicated labels, publishers, artists, and writers are jointly liable for copyright infringement of a composition or recording. Infringers may so deprive rights owners of both compositions and recordings due accreditation, royalties, future licensing, and control of a copyright.

Among prominent instances of derivative infringement discussed below, George Harrison (\textit{My Sweet Lord}) lifted a melody from ABKCO Music’s \textit{He’s So Fine}, Michael Bolton (\textit{Love is a Wonderful Thing}) derived from an earlier Isley Brothers song of the same name, Robin Thicke and Pharrell Williams (\textit{Blurred Lines}) lifted a “look and feel” from Marvin Gaye’s (\textit{Got To Give It Up}), and Katy Perry took a repeated beat (called “ostinato”) in \textit{Dark Horse} from Flame’s gospel-rap \textit{Joyful Noise}.

Per 17 U.S.C. 504(b), a “plaintiff may recover damages that s/he actually suffers from the lost sales or licensing opportunity, and additional profits not taken into account”. A solo infringer will then wind up paying actual damages plus any additional profits earned from infringement (i.e., the greater of actual damages and earned profits). Multiple infringers of the same work are \textit{jointly liable} for actual damages, but \textit{severally liable} to disgorge any additional profits earned.

\textsuperscript{44}Joined compositions and recordings appear in \textit{Bridgeport Music}, infra note 51 and surrounding text.
Because rights must often be enforced over several simultaneous infringers, a plaintiff bears the responsibility of identifying each beneficiary. Damage experts must then be prepared to quantify plaintiff actual damages, the individual profits of each defendant, and the monetary differential between them. As a matter of common law, “every indulgence should be granted plaintiff in an attempt to arrive at a sum which is assuredly adequate” and any doubt regarding computation should be resolved in favor of the plaintiffs.

7. ACTUAL DAMAGES

Actual damages in music infringement commonly result from missed licensing opportunities that a plaintiff must prove. A copyright plaintiff here bears the burden to prove causality from the infringement and may not simply post profits earned by the defendant.

Lost licensing fees should be established on the basis of a hypothetical license; i.e., the royalty payment that a willing buyer and a willing seller would have transacted in an arm’s length negotiation in a similar situation. To establish hypothetical license royalties, an expert must identify comparable licenses that involved one or both parties, or benchmark outcomes in similar situations involving third parties in the industry.

Proving actual damages can be difficult, as Courts have become quite restrictive on the use of license benchmarks. In a major copyright case involving Oracle software, the Ninth Circuit vacated a jury award of


46Shapiro, Bernstein, & Co. v. Remington Records, Inc., 265 F. 2d 263 (2nd Cir. 1959). Moreover, when there is “imprecision in the computation of expenses, a court should err on the side of guaranteeing the plaintiff a full recovery.” Gaste, infra note 86, at 1070, citing Sygma Photo News, Inc. v High Society Magazine, Inc., 778 F. 2d 89, 95 (2d Cir. 1985).

47On Davis v. The Gap, (246 F.3d 152, 165 (2d Cir. 2001)).

48Oracle Corp. v. SAP AG, 765 F.3d 1081, 1088 (9th Cir. 2014). “The touchstone for hypothetical-license damages is the range of [the license's] reasonable market value.”
plaintiff damages after finding that plaintiff had established no sufficient benchmark for copyrighted software.\footnote{Id., at 1093. The “reasonable market value” of a hypothetical license may be determined by reference to similar licenses that have been granted in the past or “evidence of ‘benchmark’ licenses in the industry approximating the hypothetical license in question.”}

And in a prior landmark patent case, the Federal Circuit disallowed expert use of benchmark licenses that were not similar to the patent license in question.\footnote{ResQNet, Inc. v. Lansa, Inc., 594 F.3d 860 (Fed. Cir. 2010), see Title III (Damages); the Federal Circuit disallowed expert use of benchmark licenses that were not similar to the patent license in question.}

There are four general strategies for determining damages. First, the plaintiff may present from its own licensing practices evidence of royalty amounts that could be expectedly paid for the contested use, or a reliable valuation method from an expert procedure. Second, a plaintiff may determine a benchmark fee or royalty based on comparable licenses that can be found on public websites. Third, a testifying expert familiar with deals in the industry can present royalty parameters from comparable licensing situations. Finally, an expert may determine total publisher royalties earned by all infringers, and present a due share based on comparable market negotiations.

\textit{Self-Licensing Procedures}

Plaintiff is in a strong position if s/he can present a fact witness who can testify to historic license royalties that have been earned in a comparable transaction. For example, plaintiffs in \textit{Bridgeport Music, et al. v. Justin Combs Publishing, et al.} recovered payment for compositions and sound recordings that appeared on three different tracks on the album \textit{Ready to Die} recorded by rap artist Notorious B.I.G (Christopher Wallace) on Bad Boy Records (owned by Puff Daddy, Sean Combs).\footnote{Bridgeport Music, Inc. et al. v. Justin Combs Publishing, et al. No. 06-6294.(October 17, 2007)} As an established music publisher, Bridgeport Music and its record label Westbound Records had built major catalogs in funk music (including Ohio Players and George Clinton) that had been licensed previously in a number of rap recordings. Plaintiff fact witness Jane Peterer demonstrated from the plaintiff’s established licensing practices that original compositions could have received a
25% share of Bad Boy’s mechanical royalties for each infringement. Understanding that the court would handle any double dipping issues, the jury extended a roughly equal valuation to the infringed sound recordings.\textsuperscript{32}

**Public Interfaces**

Musical beats and record samples\textsuperscript{53} are now commonly licensed through websites and apps that present available tracks and facilitate deals through online engagement. Rates for basic beats generally include an upfront fee (e.g., $2,500 for an exclusive beat), plus a possible share of royalties earned by the new track (e.g., 50% share of performance royalties).\textsuperscript{54} License fees for beats and samples may depend on a number of factors -- the popularity of the original, prominence of the sampled work, artist status, marketing spend, distribution format, and sales territory.\textsuperscript{55} License fees do not generally vary by seconds-of-use or number of notes in the work. There is a Circuit split on possible *de minimus* protection for small sample uses.\textsuperscript{56}

**Third Party Experts**

No common industry rule for licensing of compositions may be evident for particular video synchronizations, dramatic performances, and well-known songs recorded or performed by popular music acts. In the complex licensing synchronization domain, royalty fees may differ for feature, background, thematic, and commercial uses.

---

\textsuperscript{53}Id.

\textsuperscript{54}https://www.tracklib.com/howitworks/.


\textsuperscript{56}Bridgeport Music, Inc. v. Dimension Films, 410 F.3d 792 (6th Cir. 2005), found infringement of a two-second guitar chord in N.W.A. song ‘100 Miles and Runnin’. The chord was used five times throughout the song. “Get a license or do not sample. We do not see this as stifling creativity in any significant way.” But see, VMG Salsoul v. Ciccone, 9th Cir. June 2, 2016, PDF slip opinion; affirming a District Court and rejecting *Bridgeport* to excuse Madonna’s snip of a two note horn sample in her Superbowl song ‘Vogue’
of music, as well as the duration of use, popularity of the composition, and stature of the user. As stated more completely for film (where negotiated composition and sound recording rights are equally valued):

The amount paid will depend on a number of factors -- how the song is used (sung by a character in the film, background instrumental, vocal performance of a recording from a jukebox, etc.), the overall budget for the film and the music budget, the stature of song being used (old standards, current hits, new compositions), the actual timing of the song as used in the film (45 seconds, one minute, two minutes), whether there are multiple uses of the song in various scenes, whether the use is over the opening or closing credits, whether there's a lyric change, the term of the license (normally life-of-copyright), the territory of the license (usually the world or the universe), and whether there is a guarantee that the song will be used on a soundtrack album or released as a single.\textsuperscript{57}

These valuations can involve the expertise of a music publisher, internal label, studio division, or experienced clearance agent familiar with the licensing terms established in the industry.\textsuperscript{58} The matter of choosing among prospective witnesses expert is complicated by the expert’s willingness to testify where actual or potential conflicts are involved. Navigating a choice may be difficult due to potential conflicts of interest among sought parties.

Royalty Shares

If an outside benchmark rate is not available, a damages expert may alternatively determine a writer’s lost royalties by examining the amounts paid to other writers for use of the infringing composition, and determining a reasonable prorated share of the total that would have become payable through arms-length negotiation to the infringed party,


\textsuperscript{58}DMG Clearances, The Music Bridge, or EMG.
Such a prorated outcome resulted in the matter of *Williams v. Gaye*, which involved infringement of Marvin Gaye’s *Got To Give It Up* on Pharrell Williams’ *Blurred Lines*, (recorded by Robin Thicke). Based on her personal experience as a licensing professional, plaintiff expert Nancie Stern testified that writers of the infringing *Blurred Lines* would have come to share 50 percent of royalties with copyright owners of *Got to Give It Up* (The Estate of Marvin Gaye) if rights licensing had been done – as it should have been -- prior to release of the infringing track, and 75 percent if later. The jury adopted the first standard and returned to The Gaye Estate a damage total of $5.3 million (after remittitur, see Section 12). With a royalty share established with expert testimony, the Gaye Estate also received a 50 percent copyright share in the infringing work, and were then able to recover future royalties from the infringing writers.

*Additional Remedies*

While actual damage may be difficult to prove, a copyright plaintiff has three additional remedies not found in trademark and patent law.

First, a plaintiff may choose at any point (provided the work is registered at the Copyright Office) to recover statutory damages and attorney’s fees to compensate for harms neither measurable nor otherwise reflected in measured damages 17 U.S.C. 504(c)(1). Statutory recovery is generally between $750 and $30,000 per infringing work. The law allows for exceptions related to demonstrated defendant willfulness (allowing up to $150,000 per work) or non-willfulness (allowing below $750 per work). 17 U.S.C. 504(c)(2) Statutory damages are assessed per the total number of infringing works, and not the counted uses made thereof.

Second, as more fully discussed below, a plaintiff may disgorge (above actual damages) all additional profits severally from each defendant. A total award for infringement would be the sum of actual damages and additional profits. By simple arithmetic, the composite award actually mounts simply to the maximum of actual damages and defendant profits.

---

If profits are the smaller, proven actual damages can be a floor for recovery. If profits are the larger, the only net advantage of claiming actual damages is the possibility that some part of the total remedy can be recovered jointly. This is a practical matter only if one or more of the infringers represent a payment risk.

Third, a prevailing plaintiff may also enforce an injunction against new reproduction, distribution, and sales of any infringing product. Without obtaining subsequent plaintiff consent, an infringing work would need to recall and destroy any outstanding album product, record a new studio track, and reprint records without the infringement.

An injunction can then be a costly proposition for labels and artists. For example, the album *Truthfully Speaking* (a debut album from singer Truth Hurts, produced by Dr. Dre) was a commercial disappointment to the releasing label Aftermath Records. The problem arose because of an injunction on use of an uncleared music sample from a Bollywood movie that appeared on the album’s lead track *Addictive*. Record labels now attempt more resolutely to ensure that all music samples of compositions and sound recordings are cleared correctly. The risk of a serious commercial loss is a critical label concern, and a strong bargaining chip for the plaintiff in a negotiated recovery before or after trial.

9. DISGORGEMENT REMEDIES

In addition to recovering actual damages jointly from all defendants, a prevailing copyright plaintiff may disgorge severally from each defendant any additional profits unaccounted for in the joined damage award. *Direct profits* arise from the sale or licensing of products on which an infringing work is commingled, and can also implicate

---

contributory\textsuperscript{61} or vicarious\textsuperscript{62} infringements. \textit{Indirect profits} arise from the sale of non-infringing products tied in some way to the infringement; e.g., advertising.\textsuperscript{63} To win any disgorgement of defendant revenues, a plaintiff must prove a causal connection from the defendant’s infringement to its profit from the infringing use.\textsuperscript{64}

The potential disgorgement of all additional profits presumably eliminates any profit gain that an infringer may expect to gain from a copyright theft. Congress here purposely established the remedy to prevent an infringer from unfairly benefiting from a wrongful act.\textsuperscript{65} According to the U.S. Supreme Court, Congress’ stiff disgorgement aimed particularly to deter recidivists, who would otherwise prey repeatedly on creators and profit themselves from catalogs of unlicensed work.\textsuperscript{66} That is, “by preventing infringers from obtaining any net profit, [the statute] makes any would-be infringer negotiate directly with the owner of a copyright that he wants to use, rather than bypass the market.”\textsuperscript{67} Testifying experts must here understand the legislative intent behind the disgorgement remedy.

Per Congressional intent, the copyright statute also minimizes the plaintiff’s burden to prove defendant profits once infringement is proven. Per 17 U.S.C. 504(b), the prevailing plaintiff is required to prove \textit{only gross}

\textsuperscript{61} \textit{Contributory infringement} involves a person “who, with knowledge of the infringing activity, induces, causes, or materially contributes to the infringing conduct of another” and who therefore is therefore “equally liable with the direct infringer.” Gershwin Publ’g Corp. v. Columbia Artists Mgmt., Inc., 443 F. 2d 1159, 1162 (2d Cir. 1971); Fonovisa, Inc. v. Cherry Auction, Inc., 76 F.3d 259, 264 (9th Cir. 1996). Contributory liability can also be incurred if the defendant had reason to know or was willfully blind to any form of infringing activity. Cable Home Communication Corp. v. Network Productions, 902 F.2d 829, 846 (11th Cir. 1990); Sega Enter., Ltd. v. MAPHIA, 948 F. Supp. 923, 933 (N.D.Cal. 1996).

\textsuperscript{62} A person participates in \textit{vicarious infringement} if he “has the right and ability to supervise the infringing activity and also direct financial interest in such activities.” Gershwin, Id., at 1162; Fonovisa, Id., at 264. No actual knowledge is required. Moreover, it is not necessary to identify financial direct monetary gain resulting from direct sale; the use of infringing material (e.g., music) to create interest and atmosphere may be sufficient.

\textsuperscript{63} The distinction between direct and indirect does not appear in the Copyright Act. A distinction first appears in \textit{Mackie v. Rieser}, 296 F.3d 909, 911 (9th Cir. 2002), regarding an infringing photo of a copyrighted street sculpture that was distributed to concert audiences at the Seattle Opera.

\textsuperscript{64} Necessary considerations may vary by circuit; see \textit{Thornton v. J Jargon Co.}, 580 F. Supp. 2d 1261 (M.D. Fla. 2008).

\textsuperscript{65} H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94\textsuperscript{th} Congress, 2d Session 161 (1976).

\textsuperscript{66} Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 104 S. Ct. 774, 793, reh’g denied, 104 S. Ct. 1619.

\textsuperscript{67} Taylor v. Meirick, 712 F. 2d 1112, 1120 (1983).
revenues that the defendant earned from infringing sales. Once revenues are proven, the defendant must prove deductible costs and a basis for apportionment for the value of non-infringing elements.

With regard to direct infringement, a plaintiff here may identify gross revenue from any recording, performance, derivative, synchronization, or compilation\(^{68}\) in which the infringing element is *commingled* as part of a complete song, album, or video. Allowable gross revenues may include domestic revenues, as well as foreign revenues earned from any precedent act of copying made in the U.S. in which a plaintiff may have an equitable interest.\(^{69}\) A plaintiff may not cover foreign revenues if there is no such precedent act of infringement in the U.S.

10. DEFENDANT COSTS

A plaintiff’s proof of defendant revenues is not sufficient to prove any profit total that should be disgorged immediately from an infringing defendant. Rather, once gross revenues are established for an infringement, defendant may prove deductible expenses and suitable means of apportionment for other non-infringing factors that may have contributed to sales.

In copyright litigation, a defendant may deduct from earned revenues only those expenses that are related to production and distribution of the infringing product.\(^{70}\) To this end, the generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) of the accounting profession can be useful, but have no special evidentiary standing in any U.S. court.\(^{71}\) If verifiable in some provable manner, deductible expenses may include distribution, manufacturing, packaging,

---

\(^{68}\) 17 U.S.C. 101. A “compilation” in music is usually a record album that contains a collection of tracks that are selected, coordinated, or arranged in such a way that the resulting work as a whole constitutes an original work of authorship. (e.g., Motown’s Greatest Hits),

\(^{69}\) Sheldon v. Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp., 106 F. 2d 45, 52 (2d Cir. 1939), aff’d 309 U.S. 290, 60 S. Ct. 681, 84 L.Ed. 2d 825 (1940). Regarding the international distribution of an infringing movie first made in the U.S., “[the [defendant] Company made the negatives in this country, or had them made here, and shipped them abroad, where the positives were produced and exhibited. [emphasis mine] The negatives were ‘records’ from which the work could be ‘reproduced’, and it was a tort to make them in this country. The plaintiffs acquired an equitable interest in them as soon as they were made, which attached to any profits from their exploitation [emphasis mine], whether in the [United States or sales in foreign companies held by the defendants].”


artwork, recording, royalties, and promotion and marketing, as well as sales discounts. Major label expenses related to promotion and marketing include radio campaign, video production, and support for concert tours.

Among itemized expenses, a defendant record company would rightfully deduct dollar amounts paid to any independent entity for manufacturing, distribution, or royalty. However, unless substantiated by actual costs, it would be economically improper – without additional accounting -- for an integrated record company to deduct an internal transfer price paid by an internal label to its own distribution or manufacturing entity. This is because transfer prices within a vertically integrated corporation are often based on administrative rules, such as percentage of income earned, rather than actual costs incurred in distribution or manufacturing. For example, UMG, which owns Capitol Records through its Capitol Music Group imprint, should not deduct transfer prices from its internal label to distributor Universal Music Group Distribution unless such transfer prices can be related to actual costs incurred by UMGD. The same problem holds for payment to UMG’s manufacturing entity, Universal Music Logistics.

From an economic perspective, a defendant should not be allowed to deduct any apportionment of common or overhead costs assigned by formulaic share to an infringing work (e.g., cost of headquarters, executive salaries). This is because the fixed administration costs of overhead would have been arisen regardless of whether the particular infringing product was actually released. Consequently, overhead costs are not properly related to any measure of incremental profits.

Some courts nonetheless allow non-willful defendants to deduct a share of company overhead. (as well as paid income taxes) If overhead deduction is allowable, defendants must come up with a “fair” method of

---

72 Boyd Jarvis, infra note 88, at 295.
73 https://www.accountingtools.com/articles/2017/5/16/transfer-pricing
74 Allen-Myland, supra note 70, at 1025; Kamar International Inc., v. Russ Berrie & Co., 752 F. 2d 1326, 1331 (9th Cir. 1984); Sammons v. Colonial Press, Inc., 126 F. 2d 341, 351 (1st Cir. 1942).
apportioning shares of overhead cost to infringing and non-infringing products – e.g., production costs or product sales. The decision may ultimately be made by the jury.

Defendant labels can legitimately deduct from gross revenues any paid artist and publisher royalties as well as production and marketing costs related to the infringing release. However, some amount of production and marketing costs are now recouped from due royalties that would otherwise be paid to the recording artist. An expert should then verify that recouped amounts on label and artist income statements correspond to one another. A consistent accounting between label and artist cannot always be confirmed, but should be.

Deductions for promotion should not be used to protect general investments in an artist “brand”. Indeed, Steve Drellishak, a vice president at Universal Music Group, testified as a fact witness in the matter of Marcus Gray, et al. v. Katy Perry, et al., where Perry and her writers in the song Dark Horse took a repeating background from plaintiffs’ gospel rap composition Joyful Noise. The witness told jurors that cost deductions for Dark Horse included investments in her celebrity persona. Deducting brand investments and overhead, the witness also claimed to the jury that the label earned profits of $650,000 from collected revenues of $31 million, or 2.1%. If taken seriously, brand deductions like Mr. Drellishak’s would defeat the stated purpose of the Copyright Act - to deter infringement and eliminate unjust enrichment.

---

76 Sheldon, supra note 69, at 52-53


79 “[S]he always has to be in the most fashionable clothes, the most fashionable makeup .. She changes her look a lot … That's core to what the Katy Perry brand is.” Jury Weighing Damages in Copyright Case Gets a Glimpse Into Costs of Making a Katy Perry Hit, July 31, 2019, at https://ktla.com/2019/07/31/jury-weighing-damages-in-katy-perry-dark-horse-copyright-infringement-case/#mc. $15,000 for a wardrobe stylist for one night, $3,000 for a hairdo, $800 for a manicure, and $2,000 for flashing cocktail ice cubes.

80 Costs Behind a Katy Perry Hit Glimpsed by a Jury over Dark Horse Copyright Case, August 2, 2019, https://www.cyclolore.net/entertainment/costs-behind-a-katy-perry-hit-glimpsed-by-a-jury-over-dark-horse-copyright-case The jury awarded a profit total of $1.3 billion.

81 Deductions for brand investment would add to deductible costs the glamour expenses of the largest acts that would have the most opportunity to infringe.
11. APPORTIONMENT OF DEFENDANT PROFITS

After proving cost deductions from gross revenues, a copyright defendant also bears the burden of proving the value of non-infringing elements that may be *commingled* in a composite work or product that bear an infringing element. For example, derivative songs may commingle copyrighted melodies and original lyrics, or albums may contain both infringing and non-infringing tracks.

The defendant bears the legal burden to value any proffered apportionment technique for valuation of commingled elements. In this regard, the Supreme Court affirmed that "an infringer who commingles infringing and non-infringing elements must abide the consequences unless it can make a separation of the profits so as to assure to the injured party all that justly belongs to him." Indeed, plaintiffs have won full disgorgements after defendants presented no suitable technique. Judges have otherwise made heuristic attempts to determine a proper apportionment. The arbiter of defendant’s apportionment can be the jury itself.

*Apportionment for Compositions*

---


83 Smith v. Little, Brown & Co. 273 F. Supp. 870 (S.D.N.Y 1967). “It is impossible on this record to attribute any particular part of defendant's sales … to the plagiarized portion . Defendant's profit is due to the book as a whole, not to any particular chapter or paragraph. The book as a whole infringed plaintiff’s common law copyright. Under the circumstances, I believe that the only fair thing to do is to award to plaintiff the entire amount of defendant's small profit.” *see also* Fedtro, Inc. v. Kravex Mfg. Corp. 313 F. Supp. 990 (E.D.N.Y., 1970).

84 Sheldon v. Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp., 309 U.S. 390, 407-08, 60 S.Ct. 681, 687-88, 84 L.Ed. 825 (1940) (approving apportionment where profits of defendant's film were largely attributable not to the plaintiff’s pirated story but rather to the "drawing power" of the star performers and the artistry of others involved in the creation of the film); Abend v. MCA, Inc., 863 F.2d 1465, 1480 (9th Cir.1988) (remanding for apportionment where factors other than the underlying story-- particularly the talent and popularity of Alfred Hitchcock, Jimmy Stewart, and Grace Kelly--“clearly contributed” to the success of the film "Rear Window"), aff’d on other grounds, 495 U.S. 207, 110 S.Ct. 1750, 109 L.Ed.2d 184 (1990); Sygma Photo News, Inc. v. High Soc'y Magazine, Inc., 778 F.2d 89, 96 (2d Cir.1985) (apportioning profits from sales of "Celebrity Skin" magazine where promotional cover contained not only infringing photograph of Raquel Welch but also a list of other nude celebrity photographs contained within).

85 Andreas v. Volkswagen of America, Inc., 336 F.3d 789, 797-98 (8th Cir.2003) (citation omitted); “[t]he question of allocating an infringer's profits between the infringement and other factors, for which the defendant infringer carries the burden, is ‘highly fact-specific’ . and should [be] left to the jury.”
There are two conceptual considerations for apportionment -- the proper share of the infringed material in a defendant’s musical composition, and the value of that composition to the entire album or video in which it appears. With regard to the first, it is possible, though not necessary, to assign equal weight in value to melodic and lyrical components commingled in the same work. For example, infringed melodists of the French song Pour Toi received an 88 percent share of profits from the infringing hit Feelings, even though the defendants took only the original melody. The plaintiff prevailed after defense witness Lou Levy could not recall in testimony the modified lyrics that infringers had added.

At times, infringing and non-infringing minutes of use are commingled throughout the track. Here the matter may involve some rough-hewn equity. For example, the jury recently apportioned 22.5% of songwriter profits arising from Dark Horse to track minutes in which infringing background music from Joyful Noise appeared. However, a New Jersey District Court explicitly ruled out a similar “second-by-second” apportionment after pointing out the importance of recognizable choruses and beats (particularly in an infringing “hook” or introduction) that can add considerably to the worth of an infringing composition. And in Bridgeport Music v. Justin Combs, the Sixth Circuit court (referring to Andreas) found it allowable that the jury could have agreed that a strictly mathematical approach for apportionment may have failed to take into account the real significance of the passage to” the song. Generally, a jury may choose to find that defendants' subjective evidence on the value of the song to the album as a whole was insufficiently persuasive to meet defendants' burden.

Apportionment for Album

87 Gray v. Perry, supra note 78
89 Bridgeport Music, supra note 51.
90 Andreas, supra note 85.
91 Bridgeport Music, supra note 51.
With regard to the second concern for apportionment – the contribution of an infringing song to the entire album or video -- the defendant must yet divide a credible means for determining the relative importance of the contested album track. As a matter of label marketing, some tracks on a new album release receive more attention in radio promotion and video production before or during the first weeks of an album release when most copies are commonly sold. Not all album tracks attract the same label support and audience response.

Based on differences in the commercial importance of some tracks, it is not always proper to attempt a simple allocation of profits based on the number of tracks on the album. For example, after finding that George Harrison’s *My Sweet Lord* infringed the classic rock hit *He’s So Fine*, the court awarded to plaintiffs 70 percent of mechanical royalties and 50 percent of sound recording profits that Harrison had earned from sales of his entire album *All Things Must Pass.*92 Among other factors, the apportionments reflected the share of radio airplay (as measured by BMI royalties paid to all album tracks) as it promoted sales of the album. Based on shares of radio play, a jury later awarded to the Isley Brothers 28 percent of revenues from Michael Bolton’s album *Time, Love, and Tenderness*, which included an infringing version of the group’s earlier hit *Love is a Wonderful Thing.*93 The jury also held that infringed elements of the original work contributed to 66% of the value of the infringing album track.

Considering the above, I testified at deposition in 2012 regarding an Interscope release of Jay Z’s composition *How We Do* (recorded on the album *The Documentary* by West Coast rapper The Game) that infringed an earlier work (*Elevator*) written by songwriters Ryan Lessem and Douglas Johnson. To apportion album sales for *How We Do*, I then considered the label’s video expenses, marketing amounts, station audiences, and YouTube views for each track on the album release. Based on label data, I determined that the track *How We Do* was demonstrably the most important album track and thus deserving of a higher apportionment of album revenues.


93Three Boys Music Corp. v. Michael Bolton, et al., 212 F. 3d 477 (9th Cir. 2000).
After the initial marketing spike is over (about eighteen months), measures of radio and video activity can be augmented with audience information from download and streaming sites, such as Last.fm or ChartMasters. This could also be useful for apportioning albums with no current marketing campaign, such as album re-releases and a greatest hits compilation.

Indeed, defense witness Douglas Bania published in 2015 a full article with the details of chart testimony provided to him by the marketing department of the Interscope label. Interscope’s charts showed how the record label came to relate weekly sales of the song *Blurred Lines* (from Soundscan) to weekly radio play, video views, social media, downloads, and live promotion events. All of this label information can be useful to identify the influence of label marketing on album sales. The Bania article unintendendly presents for copyright plaintiffs a very useful guide for discovery of available label marketing documents, and their relation to album or track sales. Defendants Thicke and Williams came to suffer the highest loss ever in music litigation.

Defendants may attempt to use apportionment to minimize a song’s value in promoting album sales. For example, Jason King, a professor who specializes in branding of pop musicians, testified that the value of plaintiff’s *Joyful Noise* to defendant’s *Dark Horse* was insignificant, if not null, because track sales were driven primarily by the star power of the artist, Katy Perry, rather than the music itself. Defense experts King and Bania fail to state that songs create a compositional basis for a new album and all marketing activity built around it. Moreover, major brand names have quickly lost commercial appeal because their releases could not maintain quality, (e.g. David and Shaun Cassidy, Britney Spears, LeeAnn Rimes, Michael Jackson). Not to

---

94. Using a search technology called “Audioscrobbler,” Last.fm records the details of the tracks listened from user computers and portable devices. The data then are compiled to create reference pages for individual artists.

95. https://chartmasters.org/category/analytics/


97. "Katy Perry had enormous celebrity brand value before the release of ‘Dark Horse. That kind of celebrity can drive the success of a single, because the public is primed …”She has a deep and intimate relationship with her fans [sic] She calls them Katy cats.” Testimony in Gray v. Perry, supra note 78.
forget, every well-known successful artist was once a “no-brand” rookie who because successful due to the direct appeal of his/her music.

There are some final adjustments. Prejudgment interest is recoverable for a copyright award.\textsuperscript{98} The appropriate discount rate is the one year Treasury bill rate.\textsuperscript{99} Winning plaintiffs may also recover attorney’s fees (along with statutory damages) if the infringed work was registered previously with the Copyright Office.\textsuperscript{100} Copyright law does not allow recovery for punitive damages, which can nonetheless be established for other damages in complex infringements involving trademarks and unfair competition.

12. **LIVE EVENTS**

\textsuperscript{98}Frank Music Corp. v. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 886 F. 2d 1548, 1550 (9th Cir. 1989).

\textsuperscript{99}Id., In re Bloom, 875 F. 2d 224, 228 (9th Cir. 1989); Columbia Brick Works, Inc. v. Royal Ins. Co., 768 F. 1066, 1071 (9th Cir. 1985).

In addition to recovery from sales and licensing of musical works, a copyright plaintiff may attempt to disgorge a share of profits from concerts and other live events where infringing songs were publicly performed. This would seem particularly appropriate for concerts where new album releases are promoted. Generally speaking, concerts are a growing revenue stream in the U.S. entertainment business.

Under 17 U.S.C. 106, the derivative right is an exclusive right held by the owner of the song. Without first consent, the performance right in a derivative work is not a properly licensed element of a PRO blanket license that would otherwise grant blanket rights for unmodified works performed at live events. Unless her consent to the derivation is explicit, an infringed plaintiff can seek recovery for performance of any derivative work.101

The precedent for recovery from music performed at live events was established in *Frank Music v. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer*,102 where an MGM casino performed an infringing musical work (from the musical *Kismet*) in a ticketed review with several independent acts. The Ninth Circuit upheld revenue disgorgement of box office profits even though few ticket buyers (if any) had any idea beforehand that the particular work was to be performed later at the event. Even with no direct causal connection from the particular song to a box office sale, the song element here bore a reasonable relationship103 to ticket sales for a musical performance; this is apparently analogous to songs performed at concerts.

Concerts now are a major instrument for promoting new music releases. Record labels pay touring support for concerts in order to sell records, but do not generally earn direct revenue from concerts themselves (unless otherwise specified in an artist contract). Accordingly, in order to recover money from the performance,

---


102 Frank Music, supra note 98 and surrounding text.

103 Supra note 101.
a plaintiff would need to sue directly the performing artist who either knew of, or was in a position to know of, the infringing material.

In this regard, performing artists are contracted and paid upfront for a prospective concert appearance; artists pay expenses from this total. Performing artists may also receive a fraction in gate receipts. If so contracted, label shares of concert revenues are also recoverable. It would not be proper to sue the venue, promoters, or merchandisers who were in no position to know of the infringement when arranging for the event. All defendant revenues are subject to cost deduction and apportionment for non-infringing songs performed at the concert.

Information on concert tours, events, and set lists related to new album releases are commonly available in discovery from the label or artist. For new releases, setlists at concert are predictably drawn from tracks on the album. A public source of information is setlist.fm, which is a fan-reported site that lists individual concert events and the music performed at the event.

12. REMITTITUR

Defendants apparently bear a considerable burden of proof in copyright litigation. That said, a defendant has some additional defense against unfair jury verdicts -- motion for remittitur and motion for judgment as a matter of law. With regard to remittitur, a judge must offer to a plaintiff remittitur if s/he judges the jury award to be excessive; the plaintiff may accept the lowered damage amount or choose to have a new trial. Depending on

104 Remittitur is "[a]n entry on the record by which the plaintiff declares that he remits a part of the damages which have been awarded him.” BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 1458 (4th ed. 1951). However, the term is commonly used to refer to the entire procedure. 2. See 6A J. MOORE, FEDERAL PRACTICE 11 59.05[3] (2d ed. 1974); 11 C. WRIGHT & A. MILLER, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 8 2815 (1973); The plaintiff may so move for remittitur if the defendant has prevailed on a cross- or counter-claim. See, e.g., Chickasha Cotton Oil Co. v. Chapman, 4 F.2d 319 (5th Cir.).
the circuit, a court may offer remittitur when jury damages are *not supported by evidence* or if damages are grossly excessive in a manner that would “*shock the conscience.*” (See below) If activated, a remittitur must reflect the maximum amount sustainable by proof.  

Along with remittitur, defendant may seek motion for judgment as a matter of law. This could include an unconditional order for a total new trial, or a partial new trial confined to the issue of damages. However, a new trial is allowable only where it is found that passion and prejudice influenced the jury’s award.  

Motions for remittitur have appeared recently in cases involving music copyright. In *Williams v. Gaye*, the Central District of California cited Ninth Circuit standards on evidence support; the infringer must accept the jury’s valuation unless it exceeds the range of the reasonable market value. In this regard, the court found that the jury failed to deduct from defendant revenues overhead costs related to a non-willful infringement. The court also held that the jury improperly assigned to defendants Robin Thicke and Pharrell Williams greatly different multiples (45% v. 187%) of additional profits earned. Under remittitur, the jury award was reduced from $7.3 million to $5.3 million.

---

106 Fenner v. Dependable Trucking Co., 716 F.2d 598, 603 (9th Cir. 1983).
107 Oracle Corp. v. SAP AG, 765 F.3d 1081, 1094 (9th Cir. 2014)
108 Pershing Park Villas Homeowners Ass’n v. United Pac. Ins. Co., 219 F.3d 895
110 Polar Bear Prods., Inc. v. Timex Corp., 384 F.3d 700, 709 (9th Cir. 2004),
The “shock of conscience” appeared in the download case of Capitol Records, Inc. v. Thomas-Rasset.\footnote{692 F.3d 899, 904 (8th Cir. 2012).} The Eighth Circuit here upheld a District Court remittitur that found a jury award of $1,920,000 (i.e., $80,000 for each of twenty-four infringing songs) to be unconscionable; the award was reduced to $54,000. The matter of remittitur ended quite differently in Sony BMG Music Entm’t v. Tenenbaum\footnote{No. 07-11446-RWZ, 2012 WL 3639053 (D. Mass. Aug. 23, 2012).} where the District Court of Massachusetts did not allow remittitur after the jury awarded the plaintiff damages for thirty-four songs (at $28,125 per song, or $675,000).

Original sought valuations in the file-sharing cases were based on statutory damages (17 U.S.C. 504). Plaintiffs presented no apparent economic methodology behind the statutory claims. This is an entirely allowable procedure. Nonetheless, with the possibility of remittitur at the end, a plaintiff may be wise in the end to submit a supporting expert valuation to support the general validity of an award, especially if the maximum under willful infringement is $150,000 per work.

13. CONCLUSION

Some final points may be evident. New writers and artists must be aware of copyright law as a taking of their creations can seriously harm their career, and a misguided lawsuit can hurt their finances.
The decision to enter a music copyright case is a risky undertaking because the claim is complex and damage recovery is quite uncertain.

Established writers and artists must be heedful of comparable sounds that may be judged to be substantially similar to preexisting work.

An expert is useful to define data needs and to help compel production of documents. Attorneys should be working from the outset with an expert to help with discovery and to post reality checks on excessive valuations.

A financial expert should estimate the likely monetary outcome of any proven infringement, and help the attorney to decline or settle the case if appropriate.

All potential parties should be identified and valued as a source of damage and profits that may be disgorged.

Plaintiff and defendant experts must be heedful of the respective burden that each bears in proving damages.
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Sidney Earl Swanson v. MJJ Productions, Central District of California, 2015, report, copyright infringement matter regarding a musical composition used in a sound recording Chicago by Michael Jackson.


Daniel Moser v. Raymond Ayala (p/k/a Daddy Yankee), et al., District Court of Puerto Rico, 2014, report, valuation of damages resulting from infringing reproduction and performance rights in Daddy Yankee’s multi-platinum song Rompe.


Chris Lester v. U2, Apple Computer, and Universal Music Group, Central District of California, 2009, report and deposition, estimated damages from copyright infringement involving U2’s *song* *Vertigo* used in concerts and recordings.


Victor Lopez v. Daddy Yankee and Universal Music, Central District of California, 2009, consultant on damages for album track used on *multi-platinum release* *Barrio Fino*.

Charles Watt v. Dennis Butler, et al., Northern District of Georgia, 2009, report, estimated copyright damages involving *platinum release* *Betcha Can’t Do It Like Me* by rap group D4L.

The Jackson Sisters v. Universal Music Group, Superior Court of the State of California, 2008, consultant, assisted classic recording act for recovery of damages for unfair trade practices in use of legacy materials in sound recording.

MCS Music America, Inc., et al. v. Napster, Inc., et al., Central District of California, 2008, consultant to music publishers in copyright infringement matter involving limited downloads and subscription streaming by the digital music service Napster.


Aimee Mann v. UMG Recordings, Inc., et al., Central District of California, 2002, consultant, estimated sales displacement and loss of income resulting from the unauthorized release of compilation album of recording artist Aimee Mann.


